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‘Lament From Epirus’ Review: Ode on a
Grecian Yearn
An obsessive collector searches for folk music that even Greeks think sounds like a ‘goat boiling.’

Musicians at the ‘panegyri’ (festival) of St. Paraskevi in the village of Kastaniani in Epirus, Greece. PHOTO: ALAMY

By Evan Eisenberg
May 24, 2018 3:52 p.m. ET
Imagine if the only keepsake you had of your beloved were the necklace with which she
was strangled.
This, roughly, is how Christopher King feels about 78 rpm records. The music he loves—
rural folk music rooted deeply in place, whether the Mississippi Delta or the peaks of
northwestern Greece—was murdered, he alleges, by the homogenizing,
commercializing, globalizing eﬀect of records. Yet these same 78s are his only means of
hearing the music in its authentic form, fixed for eternity in black amber.
In the love story Mr. King calls “Lament From Epirus,” an early tryst occurs when his
grandfather, about to torch an old sharecropper’s shed on his Virginia farm, asks the
teenage Chris to clean it out first:
In the center of the room—still wallpapered with printed reportage from the 1930s
such as “BEARS IN RUSSIA DIG UP GRAVES FOR FOOD”—was a windup Victrola falling
in upon itself. . . . Decades of melting snow and dripping rain had reduced the machine
to a swollen, pulpy mess of wood and pot metal. Several hornet’s nests clung to the
ceiling above. The colonies buzzed in unison, angry at my entry.
Inside the machine was a score of old 78s: Washington Phillips, Blind Willie Johnson,
the Cajun ballads of Joe and Cleoma Falcon. This was music Mr. King could know only
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as a gorgeous corpse, never “live”—never
as part of the living, breathing social
organism that (he would later conclude)
had bequeathed whatever meaning still
clung to it.

When he first heard the music of Epirus,
the remote and isolated region of Greece that borders Albania, it was in that fossilized
form. A family jaunt to Istanbul, ostensibly for a Leonard Cohen concert, was soon
hijacked for an expedition to the city’s Kadiköy district and a street abloom with florid
gramophone horns. As Mr. King, met by a “wave of sunlight,” enters a room lit by
stained-glass windows and lined to its vaulted ceiling with shellac discs in sepia
sleeves, the stage is set for epiphany. But not until he has flown home to Virginia,
cleansed his prizes with Ivory soap and a beaver-hair brush, and squirreled himself in
his record room does the curtain rise:
The clarinet sounded as if it were in the throes of death. . . . From the sweet spot in my
record room it sounded like a massive coﬀee can of angry bees had been shaken and
released in front of me.
The social insects that once guarded the music have now become it: a sign that Mr.
King has stumbled deep into the dark hive, the elemental matrix of music.
A book not born of obsession is rarely worth reading. Mr. King, a Grammy-winning
shellac hound with a preternaturally refined taste for what others find crude, instantly
becomes obsessed with this music. What is it? Alpha to omega, the labels tell him little.
Not the urban Greek blues known as rembetiko, surely—it’s infinitely grittier. Tapping
his network of fellow collectors and experts, he learns that it’s from Epirus. It is music
that, to most Greeks, sounds like “an old goat boiling . . . in the cauldron”—which only
confirms that it’s the real deal. As he amasses more, Mr. King fixates on two figures: the
clarinetist Kitsos Harisiadis, whose music oﬀers a healing tranquility, and the violinist
Alexis Zoumbas, a reputed revenge-murderer whose mirologia, or laments, evoke “an
agonizing crucifixion” in which we are “unsure of the victim.”
And then, a revelation: The music lives!

Not mummified in winding grooves, but alive in communities where it performs
functions every bit as vital as the waggle dance of the bees. With roots reaching back
(Mr. King believes) to the bone flutes of Neolithic shepherds, it is “Europe’s oldest
surviving folk music.” In particular, it’s played at festivals called panegyria in which
villagers assemble, with their ingathered exiles, to drink, dance and listen for days and
nights on end.
Of course Mr. King arranges to go.
Not without anxiety. Will the living music and its living context live up to his
expectations? Will he live up to its expectations? “As we set oﬀ to Epirus,” he admits, “I
wondered how much substance there was to myself—an outsider, a man behind the
keyboard.”

As we near this climax, he prepares the ground. To give an inkling of the suﬀerings that
Epirotes have endured at the hands of Ottomans, Nazis and one another, he devotes a
chapter to Ali Pasha, the potentate who, in interludes between disemboweling men and
throwing burlap sacks full of women into Lake Pamvotis, entertained Lord Byron.
Another chapter gives us the technology and lore of tsipouro, the grape-derived
moonshine that “tastes like the heavenly fluids produced by two angels f—ing.”
Like much of the book, Mr. King’s account of his first panegyri is compelling. Not
merely a participant observer, he is keen to out-participate the participants. He dances
harder, listens harder (a clarinetist plays into his ear) and drinks harder, ill-advisedly
chasing tsipouro with whiskey. This lets him prove his substantiality by leaving much
of his substance (hair, scalp, toenails, skin) on stones leading down to the Vikos Gorge.
Lapses from purity on the part of his hosts—amplification, accordions, a sudden
outburst of Lynyrd Skynyrd—make him wince. It never seems to occur to him that the
“redneck” Skynyrd fans who used to beat him up in high school might seem as
“authentic” to his Epirote hosts as his hosts seem to him.
Which brings us to the flaw in this admirable book: Mr. King is a purist and a dogmatist
whose tastes, though deep, are freakishly narrow. Classical music “aspires to a lofty yet
groundless culture that few can enter.” Pop is “mass-marketed vacuous tripe.”

–– ADVERTISEMENT ––

He thinks that function—in particular, the functions of healing, unifying and helping us
cope with the terrors of life and death—is foreign both to modern ideas about music
and to modern music itself (and by modern he means anything from Bach to Beck). Tell
that to any of the dozens of ordinary people interviewed on the BBC radio series “Soul
Music,” who testify to the life-changing power of all sorts of music, from “True Colors”
to “Kind of Blue,” from “Over the Rainbow” to the “Goldberg Variations.” Perhaps some
of these listeners are fooling themselves with placebos. But I wonder if even Mr. King—
whose mind “drifted from the music” at that Leonard Cohen concert in Istanbul
—would argue with “Hallelujah.”
Indeed, the “traditional folk music” he prizes at the expense of all other music—
“produced by distinct groups of people who are geographically, linguistically,
religiously, and ethnically unified,” and passed on faithfully, with minimal innovation,
from one generation to the next—may not even exist. As any anthropologist will attest,
you can’t step in the same village twice. Far from being autochthonous, folk music is
often influenced by the music of cities and courts, the seeds spread by travelers,
merchants, migrants, itinerant players, refugees. Much of this is so obvious that it
would hardly be worth stating, except that ours is a such very bad time for hymns to
blood and soil, in Greece or anywhere else.

Happily, Mr. King’s assiduous research and reporting give the lie to his own ideology.
Nearly all the best exponents of the Greek Epirotic music, on shellac or in the flesh, are
not considered Greek Epirotes by the Greek Epirotes themselves. They are Roma (the
people once commonly known as Gypsies) who, as one tells Mr. King, “are treated less
than dogs. They only want us for our music.” (Mr. King draws the parallel to blacks in
Jim Crow America.) Roma have long gigged for various ethnic groups, altering their
style and repertoire accordingly. Moreover, his account of the modes and genres of the
music displays a dense tapestry of threads: Arab, Albanian, Byzantine, Turkish, Italian.
Not that we need such erudition to make the point: The very names of the ancient
Greek modes, still taught to beginners in music theory—Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian,
Aeolian—tell a tale of ethnic mingling by which the power of music is vastly expanded.
Still, only a churl would rise in dudgeon from the banquet that Mr. King sets before us
merely because he is something of a crank.
His odd ideas are the flip side of the obsession that makes his book so richly worth
reading. If you shield your eyes against the bits of chaﬀ drifting from the straw men
he’s constantly bashing, you can fully enjoy the hypnotic clarity of the landscape
—physical, human and musical—that he paints.
Epirus is not, by any stretch, the only true wellspring of music left in Europe. But its
depth and freshness are undeniable, and I thank Mr. King for giving me a sip.
—Mr. Eisenberg’s books include “The Recording Angel: Music, Records and Culture
From Aristotle to Zappa” and the forthcoming “Trumpiad.”
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